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No.F-IPU/JR(AC&SS)UGC/2013-14/ 566

Dated: 08.11.2013

NOTICE

Hon’ble Vice Chancellor has constituted a Committee for consideration of upgradation of fellowship Award of Rajiv Gandhi National Fellowship for SC/ST Candidates & Maulana Azad National Fellowship for Minority Students after the completion of the first two year of JRF at University/Institute/College in accordance with the letter No.F.17/2011(SA-III/Policy/Part File University Grants Commission dated: 1st October 2013.

Following are the members of Constituted Committee:-

1. Director, Academic Affair, GGSIPU.
2. Prof. A.K.Narula, Dean University School of Basic & Applied Science, GGSIPU
3. Prof. Vijay Kumar Minocha, Principal, Ch. B.P. Govt. Engineering College.

For information and circulation please.

(Dr. Nitin Malik)
Joint Registrar
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Copy to:-

1. Prof. H.C.Rai, Director (Academic Affair)
2. Prof. A.K.Narula, Dean University School of Basic & Applied Sciences
3. Prof. Vijay Kumar Minocha, Principal, Ch. B.P. Govt. Engineering College.
   Principal, Behind Rao Tula Ram Hospital, Jaffarpur, New Delhi-110073

Copy for kind information:-

1. All Deans (Student’s Welfare, USMS, USBT, USEM, USMPS, USB&AS, USCT, USH&S, USE&T, USL&LS, USMS, USI&CT and USA)
2. Joint Registrar, Academic (Admission)
3. Joint Registrar, Affiliation Br.
4. AR, Hon’ble VC’s Sectt.
5. AR to the Registrar
6. PS to Controller of Finance
7. In-charge, Server Room, with request to upload on University website
8. Guard file
9. Office copy

(Dr. Renu Tomer)
Assistant Registrar